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Abstract: Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in unmanned vehicles, such as drones,
has great usability potential in versatile applications. When operating SLAM in multi-drone scenarios,
collecting and sharing the map data and deriving converged maps are major issues (regarded as
the bottleneck of the system). This paper presents a novel approach that utilizes the concepts of
distributed ledger technology (DLT) for enabling the online map convergence of multiple drones
without a centralized station. As DLT allows each agent to secure a collective database of valid trans-
actions, DLT-powered SLAM can let each drone secure global 3D map data and utilize these data for
navigation. However, block-based DLT—a so called blockchain—may not fit well to the multi-drone
SLAM due to the restricted data structure, discrete consensus, and high power consumption. Thus,
we designed a multi-drone SLAM system that constructs a DAG-based map database and sifts the
noisy 3D points based on the DLT philosophy, named DAGmap. Considering the differences between
currency transactions and data constructions, we designed a new strategy for data organization,
validation, and a consensus framework under the philosophy of DAG-based DLT. We carried out a
numerical analysis of the proposed system with an off-the-shelf camera and drones.

Keywords: multi-agent SLAM; distributed ledger technology; DAG-based DLT

1. Introduction

Autonomous navigation of single or multiple drones requires both the information of
the environments and its own location. For indoor environments or similar environments,
without the support of a reference system, such as a geographic information system (GIS)
or a global positioning system (GPS), a drone must rely on its own sensing and recognition
system. From the intuitive relevance between the map reconstruction and localization,
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology emerges [1]. SLAM accumu-
lates the spatial information of the given environment by processing the incoming sensor
data (vision, LIght Detection, and And Ranging (LIDAR), acoustic, and so on) and its own
location changes. On the other hand, SLAM tracks the drone’s location changes by match-
ing the incoming sensor data and the collected map features. This combined approach
enables the all-in-one system of the drone navigation, which results in the cost-efficiency
and simplicity of the SLAM sensors, and availability of the indoor operations.

Since SLAM normally takes long time to obtain a large-scale map, its scalability is
a challenging topic [2]. There are two major ways to expand the size of the map—multi-
session style and multi-agent style [3,4]. Multi-session SLAM stores previous SLAM data
and reuses it for subsequent sessions of the SLAM operation, which focuses on continuous
map improvement and fast localization of the robot. On the other hand, multi-agent SLAM
involves a simultaneous SLAM of multiple robots, which requires reconstruction of the
global map using map merging techniques. Since the SLAM operated in the robot results
in the localized map data whose data are structured from the robot’s predefined frame, it
requires post-processing to merge multiple maps obtained from multiple robots. Although
multi-session SLAM shows remarkable advances [5–7], the multi-agent mapping system is
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still at the limit of its implementation since it collects features when synchronizing and it
performs centralized map merging [8–11]. The reason for the centralization is mainly the
limitation of computational and network resources; in particular, it is difficult to share and
process large point clouds in energy-constraint multi-drone networks.

To overcome these limitations, we propose a new approach for multi-drone SLAM
called DAGmap, which continuously shares 3D map data based on the operation of
distributed ledger technology (DLT). Recently, the distributed ledger system took a big
step via blockchain [12], which enabled a consensus of transactions through a distributed
network. The advantage of DLT is its resilience from a single point of failure since each
participant in the network manages a synchronized database of confirmed transactions.
If invalid or malicious transactions are issued, multiple honest participants validate the
transactions and exclude them from the database. In addition, proof-of-work (PoW)
restrains dishonest actions of malicious participants and encourages honest participants to
competitively validate the recent transactions [13].

We constructed DAGmap, observing the concept of the DLT mechanism and composed
of the multiple agents that organize a graph-based data structure of 3D features; we share
them through the network, and synchronize the 3D maps constructed by the drones.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our proposed system. To implement the multi-
drone SLAM with DLT, we introduced the detail mechanism of the recent DLTs. As
DLT follows a sequence of validations, broadcasts, and confirmation processes, DAGmap
performs the same procedure for transactions, each of which contains one or more features.
Then, as DLT results in the confirmed sequence of the transactions through the consensus,
our system results in a reconstructed 3D map through the consensus among the drones,
named as the map consensus.

Figure 1. Conceptual overview of DAGmap.

To cope with the differences in the map reconstruction and ledger management,
we innovated the existing DLT schemes to a novel architecture to meet the performance
requirements of the multi-drone SLAM. In order to continuously build a 3D global map,
we adopted directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based DLT technologies [14], which perform
validation and confirmation processes for each transaction. In DAGmap, 3D features
construct a DAG structure where each point is connected to other points. In addition, we
designed our novel DAG construction algorithm for fast validation and confirmation of
points while taking advantage of the DLT structure. To handle a large number of the 3D
features, we devised a bundle-level transaction construction according to the credibility of
the 3D features.

For compatibility, we designed DAGmap as a distinction layer from SLAM that could
be implemented separately from the existing SLAM system. We implemented DAGmap in
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an empirical environment, showing the possibility of the distributed, online, multi-drone
SLAM with COTS devices.

Compared to conventional mapping technologies, our proposed design has several
advantages.

• No centralized hierarchy. Previous approaches [8,15,16] required a synchronization
point to collect all parts of the map data, which could lead to network bottlenecks. In
DAGmap, all drones are equally involved in the global map construction process, so
any drone can have the updated global map online.

• Quick handover in mission. The previous studies had little consideration for the single
point failures that have a significant impact on the map reconstruction process [17]. In
our system, each drone has the entire feature map, so the participation of a new drone
can track the current map construction progress. When a new drone joins, any nearby
drones can share its entire map without the network connection to the central station.
Then, the new drone can process its DAGmap operations to contribute to the ongoing
map reconstruction process.

• Reliability assurance. Previous studies have fought against errors in feature points,
especially when the drone was purely rotating [18,19]. Due to the inherent features of
DLT, our system can render the noise function obsolete through repeated observations,
and the resulting map can clearly see the target space.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related
researches and show the differences and similarities with our system. Then, we describe the
overall architecture of our system in Section 3, and address the design detail in Section 4.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we address the motivation and the major approaches to the system
design. One major issue of the distributed system involves the consensus among partici-
pants, since malicious data can seamlessly harm the entire operation of the system [20,21].
Nakamoto proposed a solution called blockchain, which allows more than half of the
honest participants to prevent malicious actions through PoW and the chaining of blocks.
This work accelerates the research on the distributed ledger system and its applications [22],
aiming at the absence of the single-point authority with the higher security of the asset
trading. Recent studies have focused on the fast transaction issuance, higher applicability,
and the eco-friendly consensus [23]. Since PoW of the blockchain consumes a large amount
of computing power—energy efficiency and transaction issuance time are regarded as
major challenges that need to be solved. A DAG-based distributed ledger system is one
solution that could be used to resolve the blockchain limitations [24,25].

DAG-based ledgers issue each transaction to the network [14], unlike a blockchain that
gathers the transactions and generates a block to make the transactions valid. Transactions
are stored in a structure of DAG, where each transaction stores its data in a vertex. Each
vertex has one or multiple edges towards other vertices; this is called a vertex referencing
other vertices. Before a new vertex gets appended to the graph, the system selects the
vertices not referred by the other vertices, and validates a set of the transactions that are
directly or indirectly referred by the new vertex. If the set of the transactions are valid,
then a new vertex is appended to the graph and the system broadcasts the issuance of the
transaction. Otherwise, the new vertex re-selects the vertices, and repeats until it finds
the valid set of the transactions. Periodically, the system confirms the transaction that has
enough ratio of the references, since the higher ratio implies that the number of references
for a transaction determines its validity.

In the case of double-spending transactions, they could be appended to the graph if one
of them does not directly or indirectly refer the other. However, after a few advances in the
graph, the following transactions “confront” the case that validates both double-spending
transactions. By the aforementioned vertex selection rule, the following transactions
consequently select the referencing nodes that directly or indirectly refer only one of
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the double-spending transactions. Finally, only one of the double-spending transactions
reaches the threshold of the reference ratio, and gets confirmed. IOTA—to accelerate
the differences of the ratio—adopts a weighted random walk at the vertex selection [25].
DAG-based DLT proposes continuous accumulation and verification of the transactions
without PoW, which results in the promising approach for mobile, lightweight devices,
such as IoT. In the case of DAGmap, even though all nodes are honest, noisy data can
unintendedly be obtained, which could be filtered in the consensus stage. We address the
details of our DAGmap graph design in the following sections through an example of a
multi-drone 3D mapping scenario.

3. System Overview

Figure 2 graphically represents our DAGmap structure, compared to existing DLT and
multi-drone SLAM. In the case of our system, PoW is not efficient on mobile devices, such
as drones, and we needed to reduce the map completion time to account for the limited
drone lifetime. Therefore, we adopted the DAG-based distributed ledger system, where
feature points were issued with a minimalized PoW and were validated individually. The
newly detected feature was broadcast through the multi-drone network, and the other
drones appended the feature at the DAG. The difference between the existing DAG-based
DLT and our system is the shape of the graph, because of the difference between the asset
management and the object reconstruction. In the case of the distributed ledger, the entire
amount of the electronic currency generated by administrators, and all transactions, are
validated from the given asset [26]. In the case of 3D mapping, nodes have no specific
references for the map reconstruction, so a newly found 3D object should be represented as
a new subgraph, where nodes represent a part of a certain object.

Figure 2. Technical relationship between the components of DLT, SLAM and DAGmap.

The introduction of a 3D graph to the multi-robot SLAM might not be novel, as many
previous research works have adopted [15,27,28]. Most research studies used a graph to
express the camera position change, and few systems used the graph to organize a 3D
map. The graph-based structure in SLAM is designed to suit researcher tastes to optimize
the performance. In DAGmap, a specific shape of the graph named DAG was used in the
context of DLT, which was not attempted in the previous research.

As shown in Figure 3, we let multiple drone-equipping vision sensors move around the
target space while establishing the wireless network. After detecting features on an object,
each drone checks if the new feature point is valid; it checks if the feature can reconstruct
the 3D object or if it is placed in an acceptable position. If a feature is determined to be
valid, then the drone issues the feature as a form of a transaction at the network, and stores
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in its database until the transaction gets confirmed by incoming transactions. In the end,
the drone gets a database of equivalent maps formed by confirmed transactions that other
transactions validate. With blockchain, transactions are verified and confirmed—not in
blocks, but individually.

The detailed mechanisms on the validation and the confirmation schemes are intro-
duced, in detail, in the system components section.

To conduct thw system work properly, several detailed issues should be considered.

• As existing DLT experienced, multi-robot SLAM should overcome the large overhead
of the data processing, due to the large number of 3D features. In DAGmap, we found
the breakthrough of the system acceleration method in the shape of the data structure
and validation mechanism, similar to the approaches of the DLT domain. We devised
a novel DAG construction scheme, considering the requirements of the multi-drone
SLAM, which can be referred to as our main contribution.

• The confirmation process should be entirely revised due to the differences of the
inherent characteristics between the 3D features and currency transfers. The main
“adversary” of the map reconstruction involves the false-positive features, due to
the sensor noise or the artifact of the feature detection method, which accumula-
tively degrades the resulting map’s quality. Thus, to achieve the clean view of the
map, DAGmap should establish a novel confirmation procedure, different from the
distributed ledger scheme for canceling the noisy features.

• Since DAGmap operates as a higher layer of the SLAM module—the generation
and removal of the 3D map points should be reflected at the DAGmap agent. The
SLAM module—through point filtering and the loop closure [29]—frequently removes
the existing 3D points, which is one of the main differences with the ledger system.
DAGmap tracks the removal of the 3D feature, reorganizes the graph, and shares the
point clouds with enough validation.

Figure 3. Feature transaction issuance, validation, and confirmation procedure.

4. System Design

The following subsections discuss the more detailed designs of DAGmap. For read-
ability, we define the terminologies used in this paper in Table 1.
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Table 1. DAGmap terminologies.

Term Math Expression Meaning

Agent G Participant of the DAGmap network

Node n makecellA vertex of adjacency DAG, containing a 3D map point information

Total nodes U A set of nodes that an agent has

Terminal e A node that any node does not refer

Terminals E A set of terminals, managed by an agent

Parents pn A set of nodes directly referred by the node n

Children cdn A set of nodes directly referring the node n

Ascendants An A set of nodes directly or indirectly referred by the node n

Descendants Dn A set of nodes directly or indirectly referring the node n

Number of elements n(s) The number of the elements in a set s

4.1. Graph Organization

Most SLAM systems manage the 3D features as point cloud data structures due to
their large numbers. This approach accelerates the operation delay of the individual SLAM,
but also makes a large overhead, to merge multiple maps, which results in the centralized
structure of a multi-robot SLAM. DAGmap organizes a DAG-based data structure to
hierarchically manage the features and reduce the operational cost of the map merging
process. However, the difference of the mechanism between the ledger validation and
map construction should be considered. In the case of DLT, currency transactions occur
sequentially, following the initially-given global reference. Therefore, the ledger network
should validate all of the transactions in the global consistency check of the account. On the
other hand, validation of a feature is not definitive; the system cannot perfectly determine
the validity of the point with the other points. However, in the 3D map, the features are
densely extracted if a distinguishable object exists. It means that a 3D feature can prove its
validity with adjacent features that present a part of the physical object in a map. By using
this observation, DAGmap estimates the validity of the features by constructing adjacency
DAG for map points.

At first, each agent generates a set of grid-pattern reference nodes, shown as the green
circles in Figure 4. Then, for a new 3D feature obtained by SLAM module, DAGmap
measures the distance between its position and the terminals, and select Np number
of nearest nodes n1, n2, . . . , nNp , where Np refers to the maximum number of a node’s
parents. Finally, a new node n′ that satisfies pn′ = {n1, n2, . . . , nNp} and pni ∈ n′ for
i = {1, 2, . . . , nNp}.

This node insertion procedure is similar with conventional DAG-based DLT tech-
nologies [25], except for the adjacency-based parent selection instead of random walk [30].
However, there are some differences in terms of the incoming pattern of the nodes. Nor-
mally, SLAM updates a bundle of the 3D features collectively, while DLT transactions arrive
frequently and individually. Furthermore, newly added features of SLAM usually focus on
the specific view angle of the camera. This difference of data generation patterns and the
spatial locality of data highly affect the shape of the adjacency DAG. A node (parent, pn) in
cryptocurrency DLT has a chance to be referred to by a proper number of the following
nodes (children, cdn) due to the validation overhead and network delay [31]. On the other
hand, each DAGmap agent attaches a number of the features locally, so the DAG results in
the long and shallow one, which is not expected for efficient functional management. Thus,
we manually handle the list of terminals E, to stall the referred nodes until n(ce) < Nc,
where Nc refers to the maximum number of children.
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Figure 4. Adjacency DAG composed of 3D features.

Figure 4 graphically represents the resulting graph of the DAGmap from the given
map data. Note that the nodes are not broadcast to the DAGmap network after insertion
since they are not validated at this point. As aforementioned, DAGmap should shape
the traffic of the transaction, and the transaction should contain the nodes that represent
valid features.

4.2. Transaction Issuance

It should be noted that the context of the currency transfer is time-sequential, so the
transactions that violate account balances, such as double-spending, can be detected by
aggregating former transactions. However, 3D features have no global constraints on the
map, so anonymous references between the nodes are not efficient for organizing map data.
As DAG-based DLT performs only partial validation of the unconfirmed transactions; we
attempted the partial validation of the features to accelerate the map reconstruction process.
The insertion process of DAGmap’s adjacency DAG (Section 4.1) seamlessly checks the
validity through the adjacency among the nodes, while forming a cluster of the 3D points.
Following this, DAGmap issues a bundle of features in a transaction that includes a set of
valid features, sifted by the weighting method [25].

When DAGmap creates a node, it imposes an integer variable named validity to each
node, which is referred to vi for node i. Reference node validity is set to 1. When a new
node n is successfully attached to the adjacency DAG, DAGmap sets its validity to

vn = ∑
i∈pn

vi. (1)

If vn > Vth, where Vth refers to the validation overhead, DAGmap broadcasts a
transaction that contains the information of the node n and its ascendants An. Figure 5
graphically represents the transaction issuance procedure, and Algorithm 1 is an integrated
pseudo code of the node insertion and transaction issuance process. In the algorithm, the
method GetAdjacentNodes(E, Np) returns, at most, Np number of the nearest nodes from
the terminal set E, and UpdateVal(a) performs Equation (1) for va.

From the observations in Section 4.1, it is clear that a subgraph An represents a part of
a distinguishable 3D object due to the adjacency DAG mechanism. The condition vn > Vth
indicates that the 3D features of An have been observed with enough density, which
means that the features are valid, and could be uploaded to the global 3D map. For noisy
features, they are less likely to be referred by the following nodes and, thus, less likely to
be broadcast to the network. Through this mechanism, DAGmap agents can broadcast a
fully validated bundle of the 3D features only, which results in the clear view of the global
3D map. However, if there is noise or other physical objects that are adjacent, the shape of
the detected object is incorrect and needs to be filtered. Although this kind of error can
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also be filtered at the local mapping phase, DAGmap determines the uncertainty of the 3D
feature by collecting multiple agents’ results, which cancels the artifact error of the devices.
We address this topic in the following section in detail.

Figure 5. Validation and feature bundle transaction.

Algorithm 1 Node insertion and validation procedure

Input: A new node a
P← GetAdjacentNodes(E, Np)
pa = P
for pt ∈ P do

Add a to cdp
if n(cdp) == Nc then

Remove p from E
end if

end for
// Broadcast if valid //
UpdateVal(a)
if va > Vth then

B← {a}∪GetAscendants(a)
Broadcast(B)

end if
Add a to E

4.3. Map Consensus

After enough numbers of the following transactions attach, DLT can confirm the for-
mer transactions based on the contextual continuity of the transaction streams. However,
the 3D map does not have such a manner, since even an honest robot can unintentionally
publish erroneous features. Furthermore, since there is no definite schedule for the trans-
actions that represents the already-observed objects, determining whether a 3D feature is
fully confirmed or not is not certain. Therefore, we adopted a feature-wise map consensus
scheme, inspired by [32].

In our previous study stated in [32], we designed a DAG-based DLT system named
PowerGraph for validating the transactions occurred in the smart grid. Both PowerGraph
and DAGmap utilize a similar shape of a database as DAG, but the entire system ar-
chitecture of each system is separately constructed. When PowerGraph appends a new
datum (transaction) to the DAG, it randomly selects the parents, while DAGmap selects
the nearest ones in terms of the 3D feature positions. In addition, PowerGraph confirms
the transactions according to the reliability of the validation processes, while DAGmap
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confirms the features by comparing with the other features obtained from the neighbor
drones, which will be explained in Section 4.3 in detail. The characteristics of the data dealt
with in the PowerGraph and DAGmap are essentially different, so their detailed designs
are distinguished to work properly.

Figure 6 graphically represents the error compensation of a DAGmap consensus
scheme. Assuming the feature coordination error forms a normal distribution, the repetitive
observation of multiple drones results in overlapped feature sets, which are shared as a
transaction through the DAGmap network. In the confirmation process, we introduce the
hit/miss ratio for refining the map.

Figure 6. Finding true feature by confirmation process.

Algorithm 2 and Figure 7 represent the map consensus procedure of DAGmap. In the
algorithm, U refers to the overall set of the DAGmap agent’s nodes, while GetCoreNode
and GetRemains decode the incoming transaction into the root node n and its ascendants
An (Section 4.2). If a new transaction arrives, the DAGmap agent searches for the nearest
node with n in its graph. If a node with almost the same position is found, it is possible that
the other agent observes the similar 3D features with this agent. Then, the agent increases
the hit count of the found node n′ by 1, and it starts to merge two subgraphs rooted by n
and n′, named bundle merging. Otherwise, it is possible that the transaction represents the
other object, so the agent appends the whole subgraph to its adjacency DAG. The bundle
merging task searches the highly approximated nodes with each ascendant an, and operates
the same procedure with the case of n and n′. During this procedure, if a nearest node a′n
cannot be approximated to an, the agent newly adds an and increases the miss count of
them by 1. Figure 7 shows the case of bundle merging, where 5 nodes hit, 4 nodes miss,
and finally 13 ascendants appear at the resulting graph, except the reference nodes. Note
that when the transaction broadcaster and the receiver are reversed, the same result appears
due to the same mechanism of the hit/miss procedure. Through this consensus algorithm,
every agent comes to have the same shape of the global map with the same properties of
each feature, and evaluates the accuracy of the features by hit/miss investigation.
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Algorithm 2 Map consensus algorithm

Input: A new transaction R
n← GetCoreNode(R)
An ← GetRemains(R)
n′ ← GetAdjacentNodes(U, 1)
An′ ← GetAscendants(n′)
if A′n == φ then

Add n,An to U
else

if GetDistance(n,n’) < δ then
hn′ ← hn′ + 1

else
Add n to U
mn ← mn + 1
mn′ ← mn′ + 1

end if
for an ∈ An do

a′n ← GetAdjacentNodes(An′ , 1)
if GetDistance(an,a′n) < δ then

ha′n ← ha′n + 1
ChangeParent(an,a′n)

else
Add an to U
man ← man + 1
ma′n ← ma′n + 1

end if
end for

end if

Figure 7. Map consensus algorithm.

5. System Analysis

Since DAGmap operates above the SLAM modules in a drone system, performance
becomes important to guarantee the online operation. This section analyzes the system
overheads of the DAGmap mathematically and proposes the optimization solution.
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5.1. DAGmap System Analysis

As shown in Figure 3, newly added 3D features periodically appear at every time
cycle. We let T refer to the average time cycle that the SLAM module outputs the 3D
features, and N f refer to the average number of the new features for each cycle. If we let
Ntx refer to the average number of transactions, which is highly varied by the environment,
the objective performance of NG agents can be expressed as

S = N f tinsertion + Ntxtbroadcast + NG Ntxtmerge < T (2)

where S refers to the estimated system overhead, and tinsertion, tbroadcast, tmerge refer to the
system overhead of feature insertion, transaction broadcast, and map consensus scheme,
respectively.

At first, tinsertion is mainly determined by n(E), the number of the terminals. With
constraints on Nc, the dimension of the graph can be approximated, so tinsertion can be
expressed as

tinsertion =
n(U)

logNc
n(U)

ldist (3)

where ldist refers to the delay of the distance calculation per a pair of position vectors.
tbroadcast is mainly determined by the function call getAscendants() and the network delay,
which can be expressed as

tbroadcast = 2logNc n(U)lsearch (4)

where lsearch refers to the graph search delay. In the case of tmerge, root node especially runs
n(U) number of calculations, so it can be calculated to

tmerge = (n(U) + 22logNc
n(U))ldist. (5)

From Equations (3)–(5), we derive the complexity of the DAGmap procedure. For
readability, we let Nc = 2. By Equation (3), the insertion process has O(N/ log2 N), while
assuming ldist as constant. By Equations (4) and (5), transaction validation and confirmation
process have O(N), respectively. Since N f and Ntx refer to the average rate of the SLAM
outputs, these factors can be regarded as constant, as NG. Therefore, DAGmap results in
the complexity of O(N), which is acceptable for the onboard system. If Nc sets to be the
higher value, the complexity reduces to O(2logNc N), but it greatly increases the validation
overhead and map completion time due to the large width of the graph. In our DAGmap
implementation, we control Nc while monitoring n(U) and estimating the system overhead
by the above equations.

5.2. Network Delay Analysis

DAGmap agents transmit the transactions through the distributed network. To sustain
the synchronization of the global map, each agent should transfer the transactions to the
other agents, and receive the transactions from them. Regarding network topology and
size, overflown transactions on the network can delay the completion of the global map
reconstruction, resulting in the performance degradation of the DAGmap. Owing to
the continuity of the DAGmap feature streaming, the network traffic can be shaped to
guarantee the online synchronization of the DAG. Since the network status can be varied
due to the mobility of drones, DAGmap agent should estimate the transmission delay of
the transaction and periodically adjust its traffic, by modifying Ntx.

From the variables introduced in Section 5.1, DAGmap agents should determine the
parameter that holds

N′f NG

T
< CTh (6)

where N′f is the number of transactions to be broadcast, T is the link usage count of the
transaction issuances, and CTh refers to the capacity of the DAGmap network, which
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can be allocated by the global drone network system. CTh is determined by the network
architecture that the DAGmap network adopts, which is not deeply addressed in here
due to the scope of the paper. DAGmap adjusts N′f in the transaction issuance stage
(Section 4.2), by excluding the furthest descendants in the transaction packet. The nearest
truncated descendants inherit the root node’s validity, so they are allowed to be broadcast
at the next loop.

6. Implementation

We implemented the DAGmap software by Python, and organized a test-bed as
Figure 8. We adopted RTABmap_ros [33] to utilize the ROS architecture, and Tara stereo
camera, which supports a USB 3.0 port. In RTABmap_ROS, we set all parameters to default,
and the map update frequency was 1 Hz, which means T = 1. To prevent the multi-session
operation of RTABmap_ROS, we did not save the resulting map database file database.db
during the experiment.

Figure 8. Implementation scheme of DAGmap.

We organized the ROBOTIS burger for mobility. We selected the mobility to an
unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) to effectively verify the contribution of DAGmap. The
role of DAGmap involves the efficient and distributed merging of 3D map data, so we
constructed the test scenario while minimizing the artifact of the SLAM module and the
hardware devices. To obtain stabilized 3D features from the SLAM module, we prepared
the mobility enabling micro movement of the camera. Moreover, to observe the merging of
the short-range 3D features, we progressed the experiment with UGV for safety.

Due to the differences in the overall mechanism from existing DLT, we implemented
DAGmap from the scratch. We constructed an adjacency DAG structure and compre-
hensively implemented feature addition, broadcast, and a map consensus process in an
application. Furthermore, we realized DAGmap software as an augmented layer of ROS-
based SLAM node, and our implementation result can be linked with other ROS-portable
SLAM modules. This portability is the core objective that DAGmap oriented, so that the
resulting demonstration shows the feasibility of DAGmap for any desires of collective
data refinements.

As shown in Figure 9, we operated three DAGmap agents to search for a space
around a working desk. We previously surveyed the EuRoC [34] and Kitti [35] dataset for
evaluation, but we could not find the dataset for multi-robot SLAM, so we concluded that
the existing datasets would not fully show the validity of DAGmap. Thus, by referring to
the previous empirical studies [36], we conducted the experiment, with three mobile nodes
with three cameras. We intentionally made the searching area overlap to invoke the map
merging process, addressed in Section 4.3. Figure 10 shows the resulting 3D maps of the
DAGmap demonstration. In the figure, the top left subfigure shows the overall features
obtained by the three SLAM modules, without DAGmap operation. The top right subfigure
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shows the graph view that we snapshot in the middle of the demonstration. The green,
red, and blue circles indicate the features that agents 1, 2 and 3 broadcast, respectively. The
purple ones indicate the features that one of the agents had merged, and the gray circles
indicate the features that the agent did not broadcast. As shown in the subfigure, the edges
among the nodes start with a set of the reference nodes and form clusters representing
discrete objects. Small size clusters are not broadcast because there are only a few nodes
with low v value, which can be broadcast by the following nodes, if the features represent
the actual objects.

Figure 9. Searching areas of DAGmap agents.

The bottom left subfigure shows the DAGmap results, representing only the features
in the transactions, regardless of the hit/miss ratio. As shown in the subfigure, DAGmap
merged the three maps, but included all of the noisy features. The bottom right subfigure
separately shows the features with hit rates greater than 0.5 in the observed color, and fea-
tures with hit ratios less than 0.5 in red. Comparing the top left one, most of the noisy
features were dropped at the validation process. In particular, a large number of noises
above the desk were removed due to the complexity of the environment. If the dropped
ones were valid, then it would appear afterwards with a higher hit/miss ratio. Through
this implementation, we confirmed that our DAGmap constructed the global map while
filtering out the noisy features.

Finally, we verified the stability of the DAGmap network by measuring the network
traffic generated by the DAGmap network. Note that the role of DAGmap is to construct a
global map database while sharing and validating the 3D features obtained from the SLAM
modules. Therefore, since the quality of global maps is highly dependent on the quality of the
SLAM module, it may be inappropriate to compare it to existing SLAM modules in terms of
common metrics, such as position error. Although the DAGmap improves the accuracy of the
global map through removing the noises in validation and confirmation processes, the core
source of quality originates from SLAM logic. Since the main contribution of the DAGmap
involves enabling the distributed multi-robot SLAM that operates map merging without the
central server, we evaluated our system in the viewpoint of the stability of the inter-robot
feature sharing. To analyze the traffic of the network, we collected the transaction issuance
time of each agent and the number of features in the transactions. Figure 11 shows the
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graphical representation of the feature distribution traffic of the DAGmap network, compared
to the case without the DAGmap network. Due to the large amount of differences of N f , we
represent the logarithmic scale of each case for visibility. Note that one of the contributions
of the DAGmap is traffic shaping through the adjacency DAG organization and the feature
validation. As shown in the figure, the transactions of features are continuously shared
through the DAGmap network, whereas the comparison case collectively broadcasts the 3D
features after the map update. This evaluation confirms that DAGmap prevents traffic bursts
due to the collective feature generation of SLAM and enables fair robotic networking, where
other multi-robot applications require a certain amount of network resources.

Note that the total amount of the traffic might be similar to the existing multi-robot
SLAM studies.

Since an agent itself lacks certainty about the accuracy of the 3D features it obtained,
it is appropriate to share all of the features through the network. However, DAGmap
filters and organizes the features in the adjacency DAG and shares the features by a unit of
bundles to reduce the overhead of the other agents. Our map consensus scheme, adopting
DAG-based DLT, stabilizes the traffic, while accelerating the map merging of the agents.

Figure 10. Experiment results of DAGmap.
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Figure 11. N f traffic of DAGmap network with respect to time.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a design DAGmap for a multi-robot SLAM network,
utilizing the concept of the DLT. To improve the computational efficiency and overhead
reduction of the 3D map integration, the proposed DAGmap adopted a state-of-the-art
distributed ledger methodology and broadcast feature points as forms of transactions. We
did not simply replace the data field of the DLT transaction, but we revised the overall
mechanism of the validation and confirmation process while reflecting the characteristics
of SLAM. We designed the shape of the DAG for our architecture, which is different from a
conventional DAG-based DLT, regarding the characteristics of the feature database. More-
over, by analyzing the system overhead and network traffic with respect to the DAGmap
parameters, we derived the adaptive control method for online system stabilization. Finally,
we implemented and demonstrated DAGmap in an empirical environment, and verified
that the system mechanism filters the noisy features and shapes the network traffic of the
feature broadcast.

In a following study, we will focus on the empirical analysis of the DAGmap network,
which contains the context of the network traffic with respect to the various factors, such
as a featureless environment or heterogeneous cameras (RGB-D, stereo, and monocular),
and we will derive the parameter optimization methods and structural improvements of
the DAGmap.
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